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Geometry and time scale of the rotational dynamics in supercooled toluene

G. Hinze
Institut für Physikalische Chemie, Johannes Gutenberg-Universita¨t, 55099 Mainz, Germany

~Received 12 September 1997!

Multidimensional deuteron NMR provides powerful tools for studying molecular reorientation in super-
cooled liquids. We present results on selectively deuterated toluene-d5 , which may be one of the molecularly
most simple van der Waals glass formers. From two-time correlation functions the time scale of reorientation
was obtained slightly above the calorimetric glass transition temperature. The applied stimulated echo method
provides a geometry parameter that, in analogy toq-dependent scattering experiments, allows one to investi-
gate the geometry of the elementary rotational process. Continuous time random walk computer simulations
were used for the interpretation of the data. It is shown that an isotropic single jump angle model does not
describe the toluene rotation, rather the existence of several jump angles is required. Assuming mainly small
jump angles,6° but also some larger angles up to 30° an acceptable fit to the experimental data was obtained.
Using four-time correlation functions further properties of molecular reorientation are elucidated. Slow reori-
enting subensembles can be selected. Their return to the full ensemble occurs on the same time scale as the
elementary rotational jump process. In accord with previous investigations in other supercooled liquids, a
heterogeneous scenario is found for the rotational dynamics of toluene.@S1063-651X~98!10402-6#

PACS number~s!: 61.20.Lc, 61.25.2f, 61.43.Fs, 64.70.Pf
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I. INTRODUCTION

One prominent feature of glass forming liquids is t
slowing down of the characteristic time scale associated w
structural relaxation over many decades with decreasing t
perature. Although this behavior is found qualitatively wi
many experimental methods, there are indications for sl
differences for different observables. In several supercoo
liquids, e.g., a so-called temperature dependent decoup
of translational and rotational dynamics occurs@1#. Here, dif-
ferent properties are compared, but even the rotational
namics alone as observed with two different methods le
to different results. A recent comparison of dielectric rela
ation and relaxation times from NMR of supercooled tolue
near the calorimetric glass transition indicates deviations
cannot be explained by the different Legendre polynom
associated with the two methods@2#. Most recently, severa
of these apparent differences including the translation
rotational decoupling have been interpreted within a sim
energy landscape model@3,4#. In this model, transitions be
tween different energy minima are directly connected w
rotational and translational dynamics. It turns out that fo
quantitative description of experimental data by this mo
the geometry of the molecular dynamics is essential.

Mode coupling theory~MCT! describes density fluctua
tions and predicts a variety of time scales on which dynam
occurs@5#. In a recent extension of this theory to molecu
liquids orientational degrees of freedom were included
addition to density fluctuations@6#. It was found that by this
extension different strengths of thea peak with respect to the
microscopic peak are possible, depending on whether die
tric relaxation or density fluctuations are considered. W
regard to the MCT extension it becomes necessary to s
the rotational dynamics of supercooled liquids in more de
in order to understand certain differences in thea-peak sce-
nario, which are experimentally well known@7#.

Another characteristic of supercooled liquids nearTg is
571063-651X/98/57~2!/2010~9!/$15.00
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seen in the pronounced non-Debye spectral density obser
e.g., in dielectric experiments. Controversial discussio
concerning the origin of the nonexponentiala relaxation led
to a number of experiments dealing with this question.
principle two extreme scenarios are conceivable. In theho-
mogeneouspicture all molecules of a sample relax in a sim
lar but nonexponential way. The other extreme is thehetero-
geneouscase, where a distribution of exponential relaxatio
leads to the nonexponentiality. Several recently develo
experimental techniques allow for studying this iss
@8,9,10#. The underlying principle of these experiments
roughly the same. First a dynamically distinguishable sub
semble is selected and then its relaxation back to the ove
dynamics is observed. In that way a nonhomogeneous
nario was found in several glass forming liquids and po
mers@8–13#. Furthermore, there are indications for dynam
cal exchange, which means that, e.g., slowly reorient
molecules become fast and vice versa.

Altogether it turns out that the detailed knowledge of t
dynamics in supercooled liquids is essential for an und
standing of the vitrification process. Therefore there is mu
interest in the study of glass forming liquids consisting
simple molecules. One of the molecularly most simple v
der Waals bonded glass formers may be supercooled tolu
(C6H5-CH3). Of course the methyl group attached to t
phenyl ring performs rapid rotations around itsC3 axis. On
the other hand at temperatures nearTg and above, this inter-
nal motion is fast compared to the overall structural rela
ation. Therefore only a time-averaged molecular struct
needs to be considered. Detailed studies on the methyl-g
rotation in the glassy state of toluene were performed@14#
and will be published elsewhere.

In this work phenyl-ring deuterated toluene has been m
sured slightly aboveTg using deuteron NMR. The main ad
vantage of2H-NMR is that it provides a means to measu
single particle correlation functions. On the other hand se
tively deuterated compounds allow one to focus on the
2010 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 2011GEOMETRY AND TIME SCALE OF THE ROTATIONAL . . .
sired dynamics. In the case of toluene-d5 the phenyl-ring
rotation becomes observable. Stimulated echo techniq
were applied in order to obtain insight into the different a
pects of the rotational dynamics. Along with the determin
tion of rotational correlation times as a function of tempe
ture a detailed analysis of the elementary molecular rota
process is performed. Using four-time stimulated echo
periments the dynamical heterogeneity of the reorientatio
studied.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
next section we present the experimental methods to mea
the different two- and four-time rotational correlation fun
tions. The experimental results are discussed in Sec. III
we close with some conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Two-time correlation functions

In deuteron NMR the molecular orientationV is probed
directly via the angular dependence of the quadrupolar
quencyv(u)56dP2(cosu). The angle enclosed by the d
rection of a C-D bond and the external magnetic field
denoted byu, the quadrupolar coupling constant for toluen
d5 is d5(1.18ms)21 @15#. By applying a standard thre
pulse sequence@see Fig. 1~a!# @16#, two-time rotational cor-
relation functions can be measured. Here the orientation
pendent quadrupolar frequencies are correlated before
after a mixing timetm . With appropriately chosen puls
phases two different functions,

F2
ss5^sin@v~0!tp#sin@v~ tm!tp#&/^sin2@v~0!tp#& ~1!

and

F2
cc5^cos@v~0!tp#cos@v~ tm!tp#&/^cos2@v~0!tp#& ~2!

can be obtained.tp is the evolution time and adjusts th
sensitivity of the experiment with respect to changes in
quadrupolar frequencies.

For our first applicationF2
ss is considered in the limit

tp→0 where Eq.~1! becomes the autocorrelation function
the Legendre polynomialP2(cos@u#) @1#

F2
ss~ tp→0,tm!5^P2„cos@u~0!#…P2„cos@u~ tm!#…&. ~3!

FIG. 1. The stimulated echo sequence~a! can be understood a
a dynamical filter~b! allowing only slow reorienting molecules t
pass. The reduced 4D NMR experiment~c! now consists of two
successiveF2 pulse sequences.tp and tm determine the filter func-
tion, only tm2 is varied leading toF4(tm2).
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Under the assumption of isotropic reorientation the me
rotational correlation time is now defined by

^tc&5E
0

`

F2
ss~ tp→0,tm!dtm . ~4!

In this work the rotational isotropy was not explicitly dem
onstrated, but it is found in similar supercooled molecu
liquids like o-terphenyl~OTP! @22# or glycerol @17#.

A restriction of the time window accessible to the stim
lated echo method is given in principal by spin-spin a
spin-lattice relaxation. In addition to decorrelation due
molecular reorientation, both effects lead to loss of magn
zation. Since spin-spin relaxation acts only during the evo
tion period, it is negligible in the limittp→0. Spin-lattice
relaxation on the other hand becomes important during
mixing time and can therefore mask the desired rotatio
correlation function. Therefore a separate measuremen
the spin-lattice relaxation is advisable. In the case ofF2

cc the
spin-lattice relaxation of the Zeeman order (T1) can easily
be measured by standard techniques. This is the reason
we used these correlation functions to learn about the r
tional geometry. The situation is somewhat more comp
cated in the case ofF2

ss, where spin-lattice relaxation o
quadrupolar order (T1Q) becomes important. This contribu
tion cannot be measured independently from the rotatio
correlation function.

Virtually all experimental methods for studying molecul
reorientations measure rotational correlation times, depe
ing on the elementary rotational jump process. The corre
tion functionsF2

ss(tp→0,t) decay to 1/e, if the molecules
have reoriented around a particular angle, which forL52
methods is between 42° and 57°. On the other hand, at
same time theirjump correlation functions@18# can differ
enormously. In the following we consider an isotropic jum
process with a constant jump angleDu. Then the jump cor-
relation timet j is related to the rotational correlation timetc
by @18#

t j

tc
5

3

2
sin2Du. ~5!

Similar relations hold for the correlation times as extrac
from methods such as, e.g., dielectric spectroscopy (L51).
In the limit of infinitesimally small anglesDu→0 the stan-
dard rotational diffusion model is obtained andt j is no
longer defined. The other extreme is the rotational rand
jump scenario, where both correlation timest j and tc are
equal.

The stimulated echo method now provides the possibi
to measure both correlation times depending on the cho
evolution timetp . In the limit tp→0 one obtainstc , while
for very largetp ~depending on the jump angle! the elemen-
tary jump correlation timet j is accessible. In addition, cor
relation timest(tp) corresponding to the intermediatetp re-
gime provide further information on the rotational geomet
The analogy to a scattering experiment is straightforwa
While at small scattering vectorq ~small tp! long-time dif-
fusion can be observed, at large enough scattering vectoq
elementary jump processes are seen@19#.
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2012 57G. HINZE
We have measured the detailedtp dependence of the cor
relation functionsF2

cc(tp ,tm) to investigate geometric as
pects of molecular rotation. In principle the same inform
tion can be obtained fromF2

ss(tp ,tm), which, however, can
be affected byT1Q , as discussed above. The larger the e
lution time tp is chosen, the smaller the changes in the q
drupolar frequencyv are that can be resolved. Correspon
ingly, in this limit reorientations by relatively small angle
lead to a decay ofF2

cc already. With a whole set oftp de-
pendent correlation functions the geometry of the elemen
rotational process can be analyzed in detail. Interpretingtp as
a ‘‘generalized’’ scattering vectorq nothing but aq depen-
dent ‘‘scattering experiment’’ is carried out@20#. The well
known deuteron 2D NMR exchange spectroscopy repres
a similar experiment in the frequency domain@21#. Espe-
cially in systems where molecules reorient via large angu
jumps this method allows for data interpretation without a
model assumptions. However, the time domain analysis
the stimulated echo as carried out in this paper provide
higher resolution on small angle jumps@22,23#.

B. Four-time correlation functions

Since a detailed description of the reduced 4D NMR
periment is given elsewhere@8,11,13,24#, the basic idea of
this method is only sketched here. Combining Eqs.~1! and
~2! one obtainsF2[(F2

ss1F2
cc)/25^cos@v(0)2v(tm)#tp&. As-

suming a rotational jump process, for large evolution tim
dtp@1 this function can be understood as adynamicalfilter
of molecular reorientation~see Fig. 1!. Any rotational jump
that takes place duringtm alters the NMR frequency of a
molecule to such an extent that its contribution toF2 van-
ishes. Only the fraction of molecules that have not jump
during the mixing timetm contribute toF2 . In this picture no
enhanced return-jump probability@25# is assumed as it is
justified, e.g., in the case of the rotational random ju
model.

The reduced 4D NMR experiment now consists of tw
successiveF2 pulse sequences. With the first one, a sub
semble of molecules is selected, which have not reorien
during the first mixing timetm1 . Their magnetization is
stored with an additional pulse. After a mixing timetm2 , the
secondF2 sequence is applied with the same parameter
the first one. Therewith the same filter is applied twice. O
slow molecules, which pass the first filter and remain sl
during tm2 , will also pass the second filter and contribute
the four-time correlation function

E4~ tm2!5^cos@~v12v2!tp#cos@~v32v4!tp#&, ~6!

with v15v(t50), v25v(t5tm), v35v(t5tm1tm2), and
v45v(t52tm1tm2). On the other hand, slow molecule
that become fast duringtm2 cannot pass the second filter an
therefore lead to an attenuation ofE4(tm2). From these con-
siderations, the normalized function F4(tm2)
5E4(tm2)/E4(0) can be seen as a correlation function
dynamical exchange. Indeed, under ideal conditions the
relation functionF4(tm2) does not depend on the jump pr
cess and reflects only dynamical changes. In the cas
small jump angles, on the other hand, if the conditionDu
.p(tpd)21 is no longer fulfilled, contributions from the ro
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tation are also seen inF4 as was experimentally demon
strated for the case of rotational diffusion of polymer co
loids @26#. From this observation it becomes obvious that t
knowledge of the elementary rotational jump geometry
required for interpreting four-time correlation functions.

C. Experimental setup

All experiments discussed in this paper have been p
formed on a home built spectrometer at a2H Larmor fre-
quency of 40.2 MHz with a typicalp/2 pulse length of 2.8
ms. Temperature stability to within60.1 K was maintained
using a static flow cryostat from Oxford Instruments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Rotational time scales

Rotational correlation timeŝtc& of toluene-d5 have been
measured in the temperature range 121.7–125.5 K slig
above the calorimetric glass transition temperat
Tg5117.5 K @27#. In comparison to earlier measuremen
@15#, the accessible regime of correlation times could be
larged by a factor of four using an extended phase cycle@26#.
It should be noted that temperature stability and accur
were examined carefully, since already small deviations l
to enormous variations in correlation times. In the ent
temperature regime nonexponential correlation functio
were found that could be fitted to the stretched exponen
function F2

ss}exp@2(t/tc)
b#. A mean correlation time was

obtained by integrating the normalizedF2
ss @cf. Eq. ~4!# lead-

ing to ^tc&5tcb
21G(b21), where G denotes the gamma

function. In Fig. 2~a! the rotational correlation times of tolu
ene thus determined are plotted versus temperature. F
recent dielectric relaxation measurements@2# it was found
that toluene shows a very fragile behavior. There a fragi
index m5105 was obtained by analyzing the temperatu
dependence aroundTg @28#. It turns out that toluene is one o
the most fragile aromatic low-molecular-weight liquid
However, the above-mentioned dielectric relaxation tim
are a factor of ten shorter in this regime, which could not
explained by the fact that the different techniques yield d
ferent mean values or the different order of the Legen
polynomials@2#.

FIG. 2. ~a! Mean rotational correlation times of toluene-d5 ob-
tained with the stimulated echo technique.~b! The stretching expo-
nentsb of the corresponding correlation functions decrease w
decreasing temperature.
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57 2013GEOMETRY AND TIME SCALE OF THE ROTATIONAL . . .
Not only the distinct temperature dependence of the st
tural relaxation but also the pronounced nonexponentiality
the corresponding correlation functions is a characteristic
supercooled liquids nearTg . In toluene we find a stretching
parameter ofb'0.5 for the rotational correlation function
The slight temperature dependence ofb is plotted in Fig.
2~b!. With decreasing temperatures the correlation functi
F2

ss become more nonexponential. It should be noted t
qualitatively the same tendency was found in the width
the spectral densities obtained by dielectric spectrosc
@29#. In Sec. III C of this paper we will focus on furthe
details of this non-Debye behavior.

The influence of the spin-lattice relaxationT1Q on the
obtained correlation functions was estimated as follo
From other glass formers such aso-terphenyl and glycerol it
is known that at temperatures aroundTg the quadrupolar
order decay timeT1Q decays about 6–8 times faster than t
Zeeman orderT1 . Therefore it is expected that only at th
lowest temperature measured here~121.7 K,^T1&'0.2 s! the
rotational correlation time of toluene (^tc&50.025 s) could
be affected byT1Q . At higher temperatures the time scal
of spin-lattice relaxation and reorientation become more
more different, so thatT1Q effects can be neglected.

B. Rotational geometry

With a detailed set oftp dependent correlation function
F2

cc(tp ,tm) geometric aspects of molecular reorientation
accessible. Since the measurements are relatively time
suming, data were measured only at one temperaturT
5122.2 K. The spin-lattice relaxation timeT1 was deter-
mined separately. We found an almost exponential m
netization decay, which could be fitted wit
exp@2(t/0.097s)0.94#. The rotational correlation timêtc&
50.023 s was measured as described in the previous sec

The obtainedF2
cc data are analyzed following Geilet al.

@22#. In a first step we parametrize the experimental d
~see Fig. 3! with a stretched exponential functio
exp$2@t/t(tp)#

b(tp)% to obtain the time scalest(tp) and the
widthsb(tp) of the correlation functions. It turns out that th
two parameterst(tp) andb(tp) reflect two different aspect
of the reorientation, at least if the distribution of rotation

FIG. 3. Toluene-d5 rotational correlation functionsF2
cc(tp ,tm)

for different evolution timestp , measured atT5122.2 K. The de-
cay of the longitudinal magnetization~dashed line! is well separated
from the rotational correlation functions.
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correlation times is very broad as it is in the case of tolue
d5 . Thenb(tp) is dominated by the width of the distribution
whereas the geometry of reorientation is comprised oft(tp).

In Fig. 4 the resultinĝt(tp)&/^tc& @full circles, Fig. 4~a!#
and b(tp) @full squares, Fig. 4~b!# data of thetp dependent
correlation functions are plotted for one temperature. T
mean correlation times were calculated from the fit para
eters again bŷ t(tp)&5t(tp)b21G(b21). To simplify the
representation, in the following only relative time scal
^t(tp)&/^tc& are considered. The oscillations of^t(tp)& as a
function of tp are due to the cosine functions inF2

cc @Eq. ~2!#
and would be phase shifted consideringF2

ss. However, as
seen in Fig. 4~b!, the width parametersb are about 0.5 and
show no significanttp dependence. Neglecting the oscill
tions in Fig. 4~a!, the mean correlation timeŝt(tp)& de-
crease with increasingtp and become almost constant fo
tp.50ms. At these evolution times we are in the limit o
measuring the jump correlation time^t j&. Applying Eq. ~5!
to the plateau value, a mean jump angle ofDu'11° can be
estimated. It is noted that this rough estimate does not t
into account either a distribution of correlation times or
distribution of jump angles.

To analyze the rotational geometry in more detail, w
have compared the experimental data with model calc
tions. For this purpose we have used several isotropic r
tional jump models. Starting from a randomly chosen orie
tation, molecular reorientation is modeled to consist
rotational jumps with well defined jump anglesDu. In the
limit of Du→0 the standard rotational diffusion model
obtained. A detailed description of the model calculations
given in Appendix A.

In our first simulation a rotational jump model was a
sumed that incorporated fixed jump angles and a log-Ga
distribution of correlation times. The width of the distribu
tion was chosen to fit theb(tp) values in Fig. 4~b!. To illus-
trate the effect of different jump angles on^t(tp)&, in Fig.

FIG. 4. Results from the parametrization of theF2
cc correlation

functions.~a! For larger evolution timestp.50ms the experimental
mean correlation timeŝt(tp)& ~d! reach a plateau value that i
compatible with a simple rotational jump model that assumes
distinct jump angle 10° and a static distribution of correlation tim
~b! The width parameterb shows no significanttp dependence.
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2014 57G. HINZE
4~a! the calculated data are plotted~full lines! for several
fixed jump angles. With increasingtp the correlation times
^t(tp)& decrease and assume a plateau value for largertp ,
which depends onDu. As mentioned above, the oscillation
should be disregarded. Only in the case of rotational dif
sion no constant̂t(tp)& is reached for largetp . The other
limit would be the isotropic random jump model, where
correlation timeŝt(tp)& and^tc& are equal, but which is no
considered here. From the comparison of the experime
plateau value with the single jump angle simulations@Fig.
4~a!# a mean jump angle aroundDu'10° can be extracted
This value is somewhat smaller than our first rough estim
since we now consider a distribution of correlation times t
appears realistic. However, in the range 2ms,tp,20ms
significant deviations between the model calculations and
experimental data are apparent.

In addition to a distribution of correlation times, on
would expect that a model with a distribution of rotation
jump anglesDu gives a more realistic description of the r
orientational dynamics in a supercooled liquid. Therefo
computer simulations were performed using various forms
jump angle distributions. Within the simple rotational jum
simulations performed in this paper, it is straightforward
take into account such a distribution. Whenever a jump
curs, the corresponding angleDu is chosen randomly from
the given distribution.

The simplest possible distribution that we have cons
ered consists of two components. Indeed, with mainly sm
jump angles and some larger ones a reasonable agree
with the data is obtained. We find an optimum with 80%
and 20% 25° jumps; see Fig. 5. With this choice not only
plateau but also the intermediate range 2ms,tp,20ms can
be described significantly better than without a distribut
of jump angles. A similar picture could be obtained wit
e.g., 3° and 30° jumps, but not any combination is possi
Choosing the large angle component to be 35° or larg
deviations to the experimental data become obvious. A
the deviations increase if the small angle is set below 3°

FIG. 5. The experimental data~d! are the same as in Fig. 4. Th
solid line represents the simulation with two rotational jump ang
80% 4° and 20% 25°. The simplest model with only one jump an
deviates significantly in the intermediate regime 1ms,tp,30ms
~dashed line!.
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Fig. 6 several combinations of jump angles are plotted
demonstrate the deviations. It should be noted that indep
dent from the exact numerical values, mainly small jum
angles are required in conjunction with a small fraction
some larger jumps in order to yield an acceptable fit to
experimental data.

An equivalent picture is obtained if continuous jum
angle distributions are assumed. Many different distributio
were tested, but only a few of them fit well to the expe
mental data. We find that symmetric distributions such
Gaussian or box distributions are incompatible with the
periment. Rather a strong asymmetry of the distribution
required. In Fig. 7~a! a truncated exponential distribution
plotted that shows similar good agreement with the data
the simple two angle model described above. This distri
tion again involves mainly small jump anglesDu and some
larger ones.

In general two regimes of thetp dependent correlation
times can be distinguished. The first regime is characteri

s
e

FIG. 6. Models involving four different combinations of tw
jump angles are simulated~lines! and compared with the experi
mental data~d! ~see Fig. 4!. Deviations from the experimental dat
are obvious in all calculations and demonstrate the dependenc
the angle combination on the simulation result. The amount
larger and smaller angles was chosen to fit the plateau valuetp

570ms.

FIG. 7. Rotational jump angle distributions of the best fittin
jump models. Both distributions, the continuous and the disc
distribution, are similar: in addition to mainly small rotation
jumps also some larger jump angles occur. The continuous di

bution is proportional toe2Du/60
for Du>10.
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by a decreasing of̂t(tp)& with increasingtp and in our case
runs from 1ms to 40ms. As clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5
this regime yields different information on the jump geom
etry than the plateau regime at largertp values. From the first
regime we learn that small angle jumps~smaller than 10°!
contribute significantly to the decay of the rotational cor
lation function. The plateau valuêt(tp→`)& reflects a
mean jump angle. This information was also used in the d
analysis ofo-terphenyl, where a mean jump angle of;10°
was extracted@22#. It is noted that the averaging over seve
jump angles is not a simple arithmetic averaging, rathe
depends on the experimental methods with which the m
jump angle is observed. In our case the calculation of a m
jump angleDu from a distributiong(Du) is straightforward
using the plateau value given byt j /tc ~see Appendix B!:

t j

tc
5

3

2 E d~Du!g~Du!sin2 Du5
3

2
sin2 Du. ~7!

It is remarkable that in a polymeric system at tempe
tures slightly aboveTg a similar scenario with different jump
angles was found@30#. Using a difference correlated ex
change spectroscopy~DICO! NMR experiment, it was ob-
served in polystyrene a rotational process with small ju
angles around;10° but also some larger contributions
30°–40°. The latter could not be attributed to conformatio
rearrangements typical for chain dynamics. In addition, fr
molecular dynamics simulations of a simple model of t
glass formero-terphenyl, different types of reorientation in
cluding small angle fluctuations but also large angle ju
processes were identified@31#.

From our experiments we cannot determine whether sm
and larger angle jumps are both connected with the struct
relaxation. Or should the small and large angle jumps
attributed to different dynamical processes? Although st
ments about this issue are speculative, it should be noted
indeed further processes faster than the structural relaxa
are observable in almost every glass former. The so-ca
fast b process predicted by the MCT@5# takes place on a
time scale of;10212 s and cannot be observed with th
NMR techniques employed in this paper. On the other ha
the slowb process found by Johari and Goldstein@32# near
Tg occurs in the kHz regime and is therefore much close
the time window of the stimulated echo experiment. Ho
ever, it is still unclear if the latter process represents an
trinsic feature of the glass transition or if it rather depends
the molecular structure. In toluene, below the glass transi
a slow b process could be identified using NMR relaxati
measurements@15#, which subsequently was confirmed b
dielectric measurements@29#. Due to the simple molecula
structure of toluene, no intramolecular degree of freedom
be responsible for this process@33#. Rather the whole mol-
ecule undergoes some kind of librational motion, which w
shown to be highly anisotropic@34#. In supercooled
o-terphenyl it was found in dielectric experiments that t
slow b process depends on the annealing history. Annea
these samples at temperatures slightly belowTg , the strength
of the secondary relaxation decreases and seems to v
for long times@35#. In toluene on the other hand, this anne
ing effect could not be observed, neither in NMR-T1 disper-
sion experiments nor with dielectric spectroscopy@36#. In
-
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our simulations each small angle rotational jump leads t
new molecular orientation; no reorientations or libratio
around equilibrium positions were assumed. Therefore
small angle jumps differ from the dynamics typically a
sumed for secondary relaxation processes.

In a simple picture, different jump angles could also
explained assuming only one process. Then the large a
jumps (;25°) are ascribed to elementary reorientations
the molecules. The large amount of small rotational jum
found in the experiment could be attributed to localized d
formations, induced by the elementary jumps. If one m
ecule reorients by a 25° jump, the local potentials change
the neighboring molecules also will move, which could yie
the small-angle contributions. In this context we note that
approach that takes the shoving work on the surround
molecules into account was used to explain the tempera
dependence of the viscosity in several supercooled liqu
@37#.

For a more detailed interpretation of the two-time cor
lation functions further data are required. Particularly s
tematic temperature dependent studies could give some
as to the importance of a secondary process, sincea and
slow b processes show significantly different temperatu
dependences. It should be noted that the data interpreta
performed above ignores dynamical ‘‘exchange,’’ which
the subject of the following section.

C. Dynamical heterogeneity

The stimulated echo experiment yielded two-time cor
lation functions, which decayed significantly nonexpone
tially. The reduced 4D NMR experiment allows one to el
cidate this nonexponentiality further. In toluene-d5 the
transversal relaxation timeT2 is very short (;35ms) in the
interesting temperature range aboveTg and measuring the
four-time correlation functions becomes very time consu
ing.

For the choice of an appropriate filter it is necessary
know the two-time rotational correlation function. We ha
measuredF2

cc(tp ,tm) at T5123 K with an evolution time
tp530ms. The choice of this value is the result of conflic
ing requirements. On the other hand,tp should be large
enough that any rotational jump will alter the NMR fre
quency so much that the jumped molecule will not contrib
to F2

cc . On the other handT2 is the limiting factor to longer
values, unfortunately. The problem of choosing a pro
preparation time should be taken seriously, since otherw
not only dynamical exchange but also rotational dynam
contributes to the four-time correlation function@26#.

The experimentally obtained two-time correlation fun
tion F2

cc was fitted to exp@2(t/t)b# yielding the parameters
t54.731024 s andb50.48. In analogy to previous exper
ments@11,13# the filter timestm for the four-time correlation
function were chosen to be on the same order ast. Figure 8
shows the four-time echo functionsF4 , which were taken for
two filter times tm54.631024 s and 7.831024 s, respec-
tively. The decay of theF4 function signals that in toluene
indeed slow subensembles could be selected. Since du
detailed balance after reequilibration (tm2→`) some parts of
the selected slow subensemble must remain slow, a fi
plateau value is obtained.
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To check the filter efficiency of the reduced 4D expe
ment, computer simulations as described above were
formed. As input the rotational jump geometries of the tw
scenarios sketched in Fig. 7 were assumed. Orientationa
jectories of single molecules were produced using the s
algorithm as for the two-time rotational correlation functio
~see Appendix A!. No dynamical exchange was assumed
the calculations, which means that the rotational correla
time along one trajectory was constant. With the two an
model~4° and 25°! as well as with the distributed jump ang
model the calculatedF4 curves differ significantly from the
experimental data~Fig. 8!. This means that the simple stat
models used in the previous section cannot describe the
perimental four-time correlation functions although they a
sufficient for the two-time correlation.

In order to parametrize theF4 data we have used th
Kohlrausch function

F4~ tm2!5F4
01~12F4

0!exp@2~ tm2/2tex!
bex#.

The results of the fits~Table I! show a significant depen
dence on the filter timetm . With increasingtm the decay
time tex increases too. In addition, both correlation timestex

and the corresponding reorientation timet from F2
cc are of

the same order of magnitude of time. This suggests that
time scales of reorientation and dynamical exchange are
tively similar.

We find a scenario that is comparable to that obtain
previously in supercooled OTP@11#. There the four-time cor-
relation functions could be described by using various m

FIG. 8. Toluene-d5 four-time rotational correlation functionsF4

obtained with two different filter timestm5460ms ~a! and tm

5780ms ~b!, respectively. The solid lines result from simulatio
with the static correlation time distributions. The deviations de
onstrate that this simplification does not hold, rather dynamical
change has to be considered as being responsible for the dec
F4 .

TABLE I. Results for fits of the experimentalF4 data to
F4(tm2)5F4

01(12F4
0)exp@2(tm2 /tex)

bex#.

Filter tex bex F4
0

tm5460ms 2.031023 s 0.78 0.47
tm5780ms 2.631023 s 0.84 0.35
r-

ra-
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tistate rate exchange models. While these models deal
distributions of rotational and exchange rates, respectivel
was shown to be even sufficient to use only a single dis
bution of rates within the framework of an energy landsca
model. Connecting the transitions from one energy minim
to another directly with a rotational jump process, expe
mental 4D data~OTP! could be well described@3#. In poly-
meric glass forming systems similar inhomogeneous s
narios were found previously@8,12,13#, where the time
scales of the selection and the reorientation are compara

With the reduced 4D experiment performed on tolue
we can identify inhomogeneous dynamics to be one rea
for the nonexponentiality of two-time correlation function
The return of selected subensembles occurs on the same
scale as the elementary jump process.

IV. SUMMARY

In this paper the rotational dynamics and geometry
toluene-d5 is investigated in the supercooled state at te
peratures slightly aboveTg . Using multidimensional NMR
techniques two- and four-time rotational correlation fun
tions have been measured. Thus both the time scale and
geometry of the molecular reorientation are investigated
the same time. The temperature dependence of the meas
NMR rotational correlation times is in accord with dielectr
relaxation data@2#, but the former are a factor of 10 slowe
This cannot be explained by the different Legendre poly
mials associated with the two methods.

While the rotational correlation times are accessible in
limit of vanishing evolution timestp→0 of the stimulated
echo experiment, the rotational geometry is studied by m
suring the explicittp dependence of the two-time correlatio
functions. Since the time window that is accessible with
NMR method is very narrow, the rotational geometry is stu
ied only at one temperatureT5122.2 K. Data evaluation
was performed by comparing experimental data with co
puter simulations of different rotational scenarios using
continuous time random walk algorithm. It is found that t
assumption of only one jump angle does not describe
experimental data satisfactorily. Rather a distribution
jump angles is required. Already two different angles a
sufficient to fit well to the experiment. The main contributio
to molecular reorientation is due to small angle jumps,6°,
whereas more rarely larger jump angles up to 30° occur.

One property of correlation functions in supercooled l
uids is the pronounced non-exponentiality. From other m
lecular glass forming systems like glycerol@10# and
o-terphenyl@9,11# it is known that a heterogeneous scena
is at least partly responsible for the nonexponential deca
the two-time correlation functions. In toluene-d5 we find a
similar behavior atT5123 K. Using a reduced 4D NMR
experiment, slowly reorienting subensembles could be
lected. It turns out that the residence times of molecules
the selected subensembles are on the same time scale a
lecular reorientation.
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APPENDIX A

We have used computer simulations to compare and
terpret our experimental data. Basing on isotropic rotatio
jump processes, trajectories of individual molecules were
corded, which means that molecular orientations as a fu
tion of time were calculated. Once a trajectory is follow
over a sufficiently long time interval, the different NMR
pulse sequences can be applied. From the time depen
orientations the quadrupolar frequencies can be calcul
directly. As a function of time only the reorientation of th
molecules is considered when calculating the effect of
pulse sequences. Any further relaxation processes were
glected. In order to obtain the ensemble average@^- -& in Eqs.
~1!–~3!#, for one simulation typically more than 106 trajec-
tories ~molecules! were recorded. Care should be taken
the choice of the random number generator~we used ‘‘ran4’’
from @38#!. To generate a trajectory, a continuous time ra
dom walk algorithm was used, which is outlined in the fo
lowing:

~1! The starting orientationV i ( i 51) of one molecule is
chosen randomly ensuring an isotropic distribution. T
computer timet i is set to zero. The first point of the trajec
tory is (t1 ,V1).

~2! The indexi is incremented. The waiting timetwi to the
next event, which means a rotational jump, has to be de
mined. With the assumption of Poisson distributed jum
events, the waiting times are chosen randomly from an
ponential distribution@39#. The correlation time of the jump
events is equal to the decay time of this distribution.

~3! A new orientationV i(u i ,w i) of the molecule has to be
determined. This step depends on the jump model use
the simulation. If only one jump angleDu should occur, then
the new polar angleu i with respect to the external magn
field is given by u i5arccos[sinu i 21sin(Du)cosc1cosui21
cos(Du)], wherec is chosen randomly between 0 and 2p. If
a distribution of jump angles is assumed, then for each r
tional jump the jump angleDu is determined randomly from
the distribution. For the2H NMR experiments performed in
this work the azimuthal anglesw are irrelevant. Witht i
ov
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5ti211twi the next point of the trajectory is (t i ,V i).
~4! Steps~2! and ~3! are repeated until the trajectory ha

reached the desired length, i.e.,t i.tmax.

APPENDIX B

The calculation of a mean rotational jump angle depe
on the correlation function considered, particularly on t
rank L of that correlation function. Assuming only one rot
tional jump rateRj5t j

21 independent of the jump angle, th
average jump angle can be calculated following Anders
@18#. For a single jump angle therotational correlation func-
tion is given by

FL~ t !5exp$2Rjt@11PL~cosDu!#%5exp@2Rct#,
~B1!

wherePL denotes the Legendre polynomial of orderL. For
L52 and Rc5tc

21 Eq. ~5! can be derived easily. If, for
example, each rotational jump occurs with an angle cho
randomly from a bimodal distribution, i.e., from two jum
anglesDu1 and Du1 with probabilitiesp1 and p2512p1 ,
the resulting rotational correlation function can be written

FL~ t !5exp$2Rj p1t@11PL~cosDu1!#%exp$2Rj p2t

3@11PL~cosDu2!#%. ~B2!

The generalization of Eq.~B2! to arbitrary distributions of
jump angles is a straightforward task.

In this work the mean rotational jump angleDu is deter-
mined experimentally from the ratio of the jump and t
rotational correlation timest j /tc , which now can be calcu-
lated forL52 with

t j

tc
5

3

2
sin2 Du5

3

2
@p1 sin2 Du11p2 sin2 Du2#.

~B3!

Equation~7! is the general expression for a continuous d
tribution of jump anglesg(Du).
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